Pathophysiological considerations concerning uni- and biventricular mechanical cardiac assist.
Mechanical assisted circulation by the means of cardiac assist devices is a routine procedure in modern cardiac surgery and cardiology. We investigated the impact of mechanical unloading on regional myocardial "stunning" and the influence of assisted circulation on left heart and right heart failure persevered by an ultimate addition of pulmonary hypertension in experimental set ups. We found that mechanical unloading either during ischemia or in the early reperfusion phase attenuates stunning and enhances the return of synchronous heart performance. In our global dysfunction model we showed that the right heart is dispensable. Sufficient inflow to the left heart is provided unless pulmonary hypertension is present. Also additional left heart support can not overcome the deleterious situation and in select cases only additional right heart support can prevent the "low LVAD output" syndrome. We conclude that mechanical assisted circulation and mechanical unloading are beneficial in case of regional and global dysfunction persevered by pulmonary hypertension, however, the knowledge about interactions of assist systems and the circulation has to be improved in order to optimize clinical assist device performance.